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Board (NSB) .Commission on Precollege Education in Mathe
matics, Science, and Technology reported later in 1983:

Alarniing numbers of youngAniertcansare ill-equipped towork in, con
tribute to, profit froID,· and ~njoy'our"increasingly 'technological society.
Far too· many young Americans have emerged from the nation's elemen
tary and secondary schools with an inadequate grounding in. mathematics,
science, and technology.••..• At a time when America's national security,
economic well-being, and world leadership increasingly depend on mathe
matics,.science, and. technology, the nation fac~sserious declines in skills
and understanding in these areas among all our youth.

The concerns are comprehensive, encompassingissues of general
literacy, including science and technology, as well as the recruit
ment and education of our future scientists and technologists.
While the nation still takes justifiable pride in the education of
its top students, the question, is whether we, are maintaining a
large enough pool of students able to lead our scientific and tech
nological endeavors in the future. To maximize this nation's re
sources, as much as to promote educational equity, there must be
a much greater recruitment into this pool of students who are
female, from minority groups, and/or socio-economically disad-
vantaged. .

What is the underlying pathology that has led to decreased
student achievement and participation in mathematics and science,
just at a time when both the needs of the nation and of its indi-
vidual citizens require otherwise? . "

The evidence is that studentsenter school in the primary grades
with an interest in numbers, in spatial relationships, and cer
tainly in the world around them but are "turned off" from the
study of mathematics and science in the" early grades and gener
ally discouraged from continued study in these subjects. Children
with encouragement from home and out-of-school opportunities to
pursue these subjects (as will be discussed later) tend to be those
electing to study them further. Clearly, middle- and upper-class
white males predominate in such a population. In the secondary
school, election of advanced science courses is usually by the
already motivated, college preparatory, preprofessional student.
Future career choices and the mathematics electives that go with
them are generally made around the eighth and ninth grades,
when disenchantment with mathematics and science is prevalent
and encouragement most needed. Minorities, females, and the
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socially disadvantaged are generally lacking appropriate counseling
and encouragement and consequently are nnderrepresented in
college preparatory science and matheillatics courses, as well as
among science and engineering majors and in careers .

. Dropouts among college science majors include some of the
most creative students and a high percentage of females and
minorities. Graduates electing doctoral work and electing uni
versity teaching in science and engineering are not sufficient in
number to meet the nation's projected needs for research and
advanced teaching. The number electing elementary and second
ary school teaching in mathematics and science most certainly are
not nearly adequate ~o meet the current and projected needs of
our school population. Most states now report acute shortages of
physics and •chemistry teachers, and science and mathematics
teachers are leaving the profession at a much faster rate than
ever-cprimarily for jobs in industry. .

. Most secondary schools' science courses are designed for the
college preparatory, preprofessional student and make little, if any,
attempt to relate science to society and the individual, let alone
relate each of the sciences to each other. College courses remain
discipline centered with fe", real efforts. at interdisciplinary or
technology relatedapproaches successful or capable of replication
from one faculty to another. University courses of study and de
partmental offerings became increasingly fragmented after World
War II under faculty members who became more research
oriented in response to spectacular increases in available funding.
New technologies and advances in science . led to a change of
thrust in many of the sciences, wich introductory science courses
often left behind and unchanged. Science courses for the non
scientist continued to be remarkably unsuccessful. Of course,
notable exceptions to these generalities can be cited, but it is
the overall situation that concerns us.

Perhaps the most promising development. in undergraduate
science and teaching has been invol~ement of undergraduates in
research. Liberal arts colleges led the way, but the large research
universities ate now increasingly providing such opportunities
and extending them to high school students. Such programs
have been notably successful inencouraging students to continue
in science and to develop creative and innovative approaches.
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The American Assembly's final report on The Integritybf
Higher Education (1979) states:

... '. public confidence in [American higher education] has been eroded in
recent years. Consensus on what' constitutes legitimate higher ed~cation

has been reduced and expectations" of it.....:.,;"and· claims for It-c-have not
been fulfilled.. , .

Dissatisfaction with college education in general can be traced
to changes following World War II. According to the1983 pub
Iication of the American Associ~tion of Colleges Project on Re
defining the Meaning and Purpose of Baccalaureate Degrees en
titled A Search for Quality and Coherence in Baccalaureate
Education, American colleges have now created over 500 different
baccalaureate degrees with little in common and with widely
different standards. Clearly a desire to maintain enrollments, as
the college-age population declined, has motivated the introduc
tion of such degree programs and has caused some changes in
standards. Publicloss of confidence in what a college degree stands
for-what degreeof literacy, skill, or understanding it can be re
lied upon to provide-has much justific~tion.

We continue to be in the middle of a confusion rather than a
congruence of the historic trends summarized earlier.

Such confusion in our objectives also leads .to the phenomenon
of the "hidden curriculum," as articulated by Dr. Benson Snyder
atM.I.T. There is often an incongruence between the mes
sages coming' to students from' the formally stated goals. of
teachers and the curriculum and the means that students must
use to attain high grades and other academic recognition; Aliena
tion, hopelessness, the dropping out 'by the most creative of
students as well as the most hopeless (albeit for different reasons),
and much of the unrest that schools and colleges livedthrough
in the 1960s and 1970s can be traced to educators' failure to
recognize the discrepancy between what they were preaching and
what the "hidden curriculum" of their values and practices re
quired of students. "Don't do as 1 do, do as 1 say" is perhaps the
most honest cry of parents, teachers, and professors alike!
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POSSIBLE CAUSES OF DISAFFECTION

.Before considering recommendations for action to turn back,
and redirect this tide now running against mathematics and science
in our schooling, it is important to try to understand its causes.
Rather than the symptoms that every study. report. and journal.
istfinds temptingly easy to list. it is the underlying pathologyand
its elusive diagnosis and therapy that must be the focus for those
who seek to address the symptoms. What has been going on in
our nation's classrooms and lecture halls to discourage students
and their teachers from further participation in these fields?
Studies funded by the National Science Foundation and carried
out in the late 1970s and early 1980s by the National Science
Teachers Association, the American Chemical Society. the Amer
ican Association for the Advancement of Science, and other pro
f~ssi~nal organizations provide comprehensive and in-depth data
and analyses. A synthesis of all the reports and observations reveals
the following characteristics of most elementary .and secondary
science instruction: .

l. -the supremacy·, of the textbook-90 percent. ,of all scienceteachers -in the
U.S. use a textbook 90 percent of the time and attempt to cover all the
book's content; -

,2-.,the, implicit" justification of course, content as, preparati()~-:f?r the next
level-not as a response to student need~ interest~. or skill 'level;

3. limitation,_,of the goals of science instruction to ,certain specific knowledges
and practlces-c-rather than recognition of the multidimensional scope
of science; .

'4.' continued'compattmentaliza#on of science in the orderof presentation
of the- variousdiscipline.s-:-rather 'than consideration of the .total inter

.disciplinary" science curriculum, as, 'a dynamic: relationship. Qf materials,
~, i teacher, and, environment;

'5. the predominance of the, lecture format, the 'teacher talking and main
taining control-c-an-approach effective only for students who want to
succeed in traditional ways;,and" " ,'..

'6. l~boratorye~ercises, that merely' requiref()llowing, ;directions,and verifying
information given by the text or the teacher-c-most science courses do
not include asirigle laboratory experiment where stu~entscan identify
and define a problem. and, participate in any decisions about procedures,
observations, and, interpretation.'

With success in schoolscience deriving from emphasis upon
content for its own sake, the teacher's lectures, and textbook
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presentations, the students who achieve in this context generally
experience •. great disillusionments later. (unless they continue
along the same track in college) when they find that this kind of
science (which is not scienceI) is not of use to them in later. life.

John Goodlad, in reporting in 1983 on an eight-year, in-depth
study of 1,016 classrooms. across the country, found the same phe
nomellon in all classrooms in allsubjects:teachers appear to teach
within a very limited repertoire of pedagogical alternatives
emphasizing teacher talk and the monitoring of seatwork. Cus
tomary pedagogy places the teacher very much in control, Feed
back-with-guidance associated with helping students to understand
and correct their mistakes is rarely found. The result is a numbing
boredom. and alienat(on of students-arid a failure to grow in
learning and in the ability and confide%eto solve problems.
"Rarely did we observe laughter, anger, or any overt display of
feelings," Goodlad comments, "If I myself were in such class
rooms hour after hour, I would end up putting my mind in some
kindof 'hold' position, which is exactly what students do." Most
of us undoubtedly have done the same.

New Educational Objectives Needed:
Where Should We Be Going7

The current status of the nation's' educational practices indio
cates that, at a time when we would like our total population to
have some skills and understanding.in areas of mathematics,
science, and technology, we have been. most successful in .dis
couraginggeneral interest and achievement in these. subjects. At
the same time. although we would like to ensure a continuing
supply of innovative thinkers and workers for our scientific and
engineering (and also teaching) endeavors, we;have been leaving
the development of such talent to chance cultural and educational

. advantage and to out-of-school(informaleducation) opportunities.
In fairness to all who have been laboring so hardin these vine
yards, the objectives we now identify as in the best interest of
the. nation and of its citizens are new; that the old ways can
not meet new obje~tives should not be, surprising. To say that
mathematics and science must move from the periphery of learning
for all but a few to center stage for everyone represents change
and requires consequent change. Indeed, once we can agree on
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the .new educational goals and objectives,. the routes which
must be taken to reach them will be clear-and become possible.

EDUCATIONAL GOALS FOR MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE,

AND TECHNOLOGY

.The National Science Board commission report cited above
recommends that the nation's educational systems, both formal
and informal, shouldhave the capacity:

I. to continue to develop and broaden the pool of students who are well
prepared and highly· motivated for advanced careers in mathematics.
science,.and" engineering;

2.· to widen the rang~ and increase the quality of' educational offerings in
mathematics, science. and technology at. allvgrade levels so that .-more
students would be p!epared _for, and thus.have greater options to. choose
among, technically _oriented careers and_pr~fessionsj and

3."to increase the general literacy in mathematics. science.-and technology
of all citteensfor life,' work, and full particlpationIn the society 'of the

<future.

All these goals require new objectives for mathematics and
science education and the addition of technology education-a
newcomer to the liberal arts tradition.

New goals for the nation require new commitments: that the
understanding of mathematics and science is not only possible but
also a benefit for all, and that the pool of future leaders and
talent in these fields must include those for whom a challenging
education has not previously been provided. There appears to be
general agreement that a changing technological society requires
youth who are "trainable" and well prepared for further educa
tion in industrial and other sectors of the economy. Focusing on
specific job related skills rather than on a general education 3It
the elementary and secondary level is deemed ill advised by most
of those reporting on the nation's needs in its work force.

Fundamental changes in instruction are required in the mathe
matics and sciences, not only to reverse declining student partici
pation and achievement and to deal with new national goals of
technological and scientific literacy, but also to adapt to:

L .the explosion of scientific .and technical knowledge _and concomitant
change in __ju~gm.ent about what students should learn in each disciplin7;2. the escalating availability of most effective interactive educational tech
nologicalalds, particularly computers; and
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tt advances 'in the, cognitive,'and, behavioral sciences In understanding' how
people learn and how such learning can improve teacher training, cur
riculum, and software.development.

Acceptance of mathematics and science as additional windows
on learning and growing, deserving places within general literacy,
requires fundamental change in teacher and administrator atti
tude. Mathematics must be seen, as suggested by De Morgan in
the 1830s, as away of thinking that opens doors to new knowledge
in virtually every field of endeavor (art; music, business, social
science, etc.) and that is essential for advanced understanding
of all science and technology.

A report by the Conference Board of Mathematical Societies
(1983) suggests that elementary mathematics instruction in this
computer age should emphasize practical; real-life applications,
informal mental arithmetic, estimation, and approximation rather
than paper and pencil computation, even though comprehensive
understariding of and facility with number facts and related
processes are considered as important as ever. At the secondary
level, finite (discrete) mathematics must now be included with the .
precalculus topics, and new approaches for both must bearitici
pated from the development of computer science and computer
technology. The current curriculum must be streamlined, leaving
way for important new topics, such as the use and understanding
of computers. Undergraduate mathematics currirulamustneces
sarily respond to changes in secondary school teaching and could
also constructively affect precollege curricula by judicious change
in requirements and course prerequisites. The development of
courses for current undergraduates should include discrete and
computer mathematics not covered in secondary school. Applica
tions to other fields of study, including technology, should be
emphasized as much in college as in school.

PREPARATION FOR TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

With respect to new criteria for technology and science educa-
tion,the NSB commission recommends, in part:

Stud~nts'mustbe, prepared to, understand technological innovation" ,the
'prcductivityof technology, the impacts of the products of technol0lP' on
the quality of life, and the need for critical evaluation of societal matters
involving the consequences of ,technology. Further, the nature 'of scientific
inquiry and observation presents frequent opportunities for ~periencing
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success.vSuch-inquiry .does not require unique' answers. Students' can
rightly and successfully report what they have seen and found. This type
of experience should be encouraged.

The commission report lists recommended criteria for improv
ing and changing instruction in the sciences. Above all, ob
servacion, student inquiry, and "hands-on" approaches must be
encouraged. Teacher or classroom "coverage" of any prescribed
amount 'of material is to defer to development of interest and
skill. in scientific observation and to motivation of understanding
the results of this observation. Particular talents for innovative
and creative thinking must be developed and enhanced, along
with the capacity for problem solving, critical thinking, and
knowledgeusefuHor living, as well as for advanced study. .

The commission report recommends that technology should be
included in the curriculum of kindergarten through grade 12
asa topic integrating science, mathematics, and other fields of
study-enotas-a separate subject in the curriculum. With the
leadership of the Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., Foundation, some liberal
arts colleges are now exploring ways to integrate understanding of
technology into their curricula. One can anticipate that such
efforts will escalate .at the college level, as indeed they should.

.Coupled with objectives for the development of student. skills
and understanding areas of mathematics, science, and technology
must be a clarification of the essence of these. subjects-what is
the nature of the mathematics, science, and technologythat should
be understoodr Study after study indicates that, through school and
college (always, of course, with notable and most precious excep
tions) we have been communicating science as a factual,difficult,
textbook-bound subject governed by "known facts" and something
rigidly defined as "The scientific method"-the keys to this king
dom being discipline centered courses which are as effective in
locking students out as in inviting them in.

SCIENCE EDUCATION: A PERSONAL VIEW

III thinking about the need. to turn around such perceptions, I
am reminded of a prayer I was given by a fellow school head many
yearsago: "Help us from speakiug those things which are not true
or, being true, are not the whole truth. or, being wholly true, are
merciless. "

'ii
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Itappears, wherever one turns in exploring science and mathe
matics education, that the formal curriculum has been merciless
inexcluding our children from consideration of the unknown in
both the process and the product ofthe study of the natural world.
We have taken the. results of several centuries of creative, risk
taking investigation and thinking, organized jt into a hierarchical
framework, and presented this organized body of knowledge as
symbolic of the search itself. My favorite definition of science
comes from Gerald Edelman: "Science. is imagination in the
search for verifiable truth:' Imagination and the search are so
often missing in the teaching of science.

So many thoughtful persons, whether coming from the point of
view of psychology (like Jerome Bruner), from biology and medi
cine (like Lewis Thomas), from education and computer science
(like Seymour Papert), or from physics and chemistry (like Gerald
Holton), independently suggest that the unknowns in math and
science should be the takeOff point of science teaching, titillating
imagination and motivating learning. Bruner wants "the: sch()ols,
like life, to bring into light the tough predicaments that pupils
are already beginning to recognize and make them part of the
coin of discussion. . . . Do not ask whether children are ready.
Nobody isev~r ready until given a chance."

Thomas speaks of the essence of science:
The endeavor is not, as is .sometimes thought, a,way of building .a solid,
indestructible body of immutable ,tI1,1~,. fact Iald precisely upon fact in
the manner of twigs in an' anthill. c .. 'SCience is not like this at all: it
keeps changing, shifting, revising, discovering that it was Wrong and then
heaving itself explosively apart to redesign everything.... '. It ,is, a living
thing; a celebration of human fallibility; at its very best it is rather like
an embryo. Ifj.

Papert speaks comparably of mathematics:
Mathematical work, as .scientific work.. does not proceed along. the n~rr0':V

logical path of truth to truth, but bravely and gropingly follows deviations
through, the surrounding marshland, of propositions- which are neither
simply and wholly true nor simply and wholly false.

Gerald Holton and others suggest that science is inaccessible
to the nonscientist. The scientist works on ever-increasing levels
of abstraction until eventually: .

there is a fundamental logical independence of the concepts-from the
sense experience. The concepts are not. some distillation of the: experi-
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,. ences which anybody, using the kind of logical reasoning one supposedly
learns, in school.. should sooner or later be able. to trace..... On the
contrary, the concepts themselves ate freely formed, subject to the a
posteriori, usefulness of the whole structure when confronted with ex-
perience; .

If one's learning went beyond logical reasoning at school, would
science be more accessible?When synthesis of thought or observa
tion does not proceed along lines that previously yielded solutions
of like problems, the creative and talented mind steps back, takes
all the pieces of the puzzle apart, and then finds ways to reassemble
them in new ways that fit. Is thisapproach ever part of any but
the most talented teacher's or professor's teaching methodology?
Can it be? Should such approaches be incorporated into instruc
tional design? .Would this help science be more accessible?

Teachers frequently comment that students assigned to classes
for "low achievers" will often give wonderfully practical and
imaginative answers to an unconventional question. Students
identified as gifted and talented will more frequently have a "single
right answer" orientation. Children from classes identified as for
the "gifted" make clear how they carry constant and pervasive
anxiety with them-e.g., pressure from parents and teachers. They
worry about school performance and grades and, con~equently,

identify learning with single, correct answers. Successful students
become adept at dealing with the "hidden curriculum"-a re
quirement for their success. They learn that innovation is not
rewarded'-'except in very rare situations.

SIGNIFICANT OMISSIONS

Until there is a broader understanding of how the best scientists,
engineers, and mathematicians perceive their fields, and how im
portant technology and creative and innovative thinking are to
them, mathematics, science, and technology will still be com
municated in ways guaranteed to "turn off" most humanistic and
imaginative students and adults alike. That this point fails of
appreciation, consider some representative comments excerpted
from recenF reports on the status of our schooling.

The Commission on Excellence report (April 1983), A Nation
at Risk, has much to say about the meaning of "excellence" for
both students-and schools. While the report speaks of maximizing
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all students' talents, it does not make a special point of innovative
and/or creative thinking or of technology. However, in listlng '
the "tools at hand," the "ingenuity of our policymakers and
scientists" is considered one of our assets.

In the College Board report (1983) on Academic Preparation
for College: What Students Need to Know and Be Able to Do,
there is an emphasis on what are called "basic academic compe
tencies" (reading, writing, speaking and listening, mathematics,
reasoning, and studying). Although the mastery of currently ac
cepted wisdom is included in each of these categories, there is no
mention of skills of observation or the ability to challenge, to deal
with ambiguity, to consider alternative answers/procedures, .or
to imagine new ideas. In the detailed explication regarding
mathematics and science, knowledge of facts, skills in observation,
and analysis are well covered; technology is not, however, and
the only mention of inquiry is under laboratory training, i.e.,
"the ability to distinguish between scientific evidence and personal
opinion by inquiry and question." .

The Task Force on Education for Economic Growth of the
Education Commission of the States, in 'ts June 1983 report,
does note that "technological change and global competition make .
it imperative to equip students in public schools with skills that
go beyond the basics." In discussing improving academic experi
ence for students neither technology nor innovation is included
but the report does note:

The goal should be both richer substance and greater motivational power:
to involve students more enthusiastically in learning, and to encourage
mastery of skills heyond the basics-c-problem-solvlng, analysis, interpreta
tion, and persuasive writing, for example.

.A comprehensive research study by the National Association
of Secondary School Principals and the Commission on Educa
tional Issues of the National Association of Independent Schools
delivered a preliminary report, A Study of High Schools, in 1983.
The most prevalent observation is students' docility, lack of en
gagement with ideas, and disinterest. in school. After discussing
the need for policy makers to understand the complexities of
adolescence, the processes of learning, and the nature of teaching
(as well as the variety of the human beings who are teachersl),
the report goes on to say, "Secondary schools should be primarily
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places where young citizens. learn to use their minds. One learns
to reason-to imagine, to hypothesize, to analyze, .tosynthesize-«
by practice." Here is another definition of new educational ob
jectivesl

R.ecommendations for Action: What Can We Do?

Clearly our national need is to set and to ilIlplement educa
tional goals, particularly formathematics, science, and technology,
that are more in tune with our times and our students-and with
the nature of these fields. of inquirythemselves.

CALLS.FOR LEADERSHIP AND ONGOING ASSESSMENT

Considering the lack of mechanisms now in place to recom
mend, implement, alld monitor the necessary changes, the NSB
commission points to the need for new leadership to set and imple
ment new goals at the national and state level, involving all sectors
of American society. Among its forty-one recommendations was

• thet a "National Education Council" be established, as well as
state councils (such as those already initiated in several states) to
provide focus, coordination, direction, and midcourse corrections,
as well as assessment of student participation and performance, in
order to achieve constructive change for education in mathematics,
science, and technology. Another pertinent recommendation was
that local school boards take appropriate steps to form partnerships
with institutions and individuals who can aid in science and tech
nology education.

EARLY EXPOSURE: EARLY ADVANTAGE

• It is important to recognize, particularly in the mathematics
and sciences, that early-talent identification means early advantage.
Early advantage compounds during the student's subsequent life
and creates an increasing separation between the talented student's
achievement and that of others.

As inthecritical work of Robert Merton, American science
can be demonstrated ro. bemeritocraticvin that identified talent
tends to be rewarded on the basis of performance rather than

.. origin. The Illtraelitecontinue to come largely from the middle
and Ilpper classes.

In her definitive study of U.S. Nobel laureates, Harriet Zucker-
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man identifies early advantage and early identification as com
mon to all laureates interviewed. The proportion of all scientists
coming from families of skilled and unskilled workers has, over
the past fifty years, trended slightly upward, but no change is
evident in the social origins of laureates. Thus, although inequali
ties in the socioeconomic origins of American scientists at large
have been reduced during the past half-century, this has not been
true for the ultraelite in science. According to Zuckerman, the
origins of Nobel laureates remain highly concentrated in families
that can provide their: offspring a head start in system-recognized
opportunities.

To quote Lilli Hornig, in a 1982 National Research Council
annual review of issues:

Th~', traditional approach to science teaching' is grounded in a belief that
quantitative talent appears ,early in life, and that potential scientists are
likely to be identified in adolescence or sooner; Their education' is there
fore designed on a largely sequential model that leaves little room for
late bloomers or those. whose social-eondltion made early identification
and fostering of talen1 unlikely. The model persists through higher
education and scientificcareers: those who move fastest are likely to be
labeled "best:" .

Giftedness in the socioeconomically disadvantaged child may be
discouraged rather than encouraged in getting on an upward track
of achievement. The work of Donald McKinnon documents a
commonly held impression that gifted children may not be
valued by teachers in the classroom or parents at home because
they are not necessarily held to be good prospects to succeed as
adults: children themselves do not necessarily want to be gifted
in the home/school value context of giftedness.

One also recalls here the overriding influence of the "Haw,
thorne effect": student self-image and the teacher's image of that
student are of overwhelming influence in teaching and learning.

Theseminal work of Seymour Papertand his. students and
colleaguesat M.I.T. helps to update these speculations and obser
vations about early identification and advantage. His book, Mind
storms, notes the deeply embedded assumption in our culture
that the appreciation of mathematical beauty and the experience
of mathematical pleasure are accessible only to a minority, perhaps
a very small minority, i.e., uniquely creative, gifted, and talented
children..French mathematician Henri Poincare accepted this as
a truism while expostulating that the distinguishing feature of
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the mathematical mind is not logic but aesthetics and that this
aesthetic sense is innate. Papert suggests that, if Poincare's model

• of mathematical thinking (i.e., predominantly aesthetic, not logi
cal) is correct, then the affective and aesthetic dimensions of
mathematics should be included in curricula. If this were done,
could hidden talent thereby be unlocked and the assumption that
the mathematical mind's aesthetic sense ';sentirely innate be
challenged?

The NSB commission found "a striking relationship between
achievement in mathematics, science, and technology and the
early exposure of students to stimulating teaching, good learning
habits in these fields, and enrichment by regular exposure to in
formal educational activities." It thus recommends that top
priority should be placed on providing increased and more effec
tive instructionin mathematics, science, and technology in kinder
garten through grade 6 (K-6). From the foregoing discussion it
seems clear that it is essential to introduce mathematics in the
earliest grades (K-3) in ways that encourage and develop innate
imagination, gatnesmanship, and numerical and spatial sense.
Thus our society might involve a broader cultural grouping than
predominantly upper- and middle-class white males in an educa
tion leading to innovative work in science and/or technology. To
enable students' minds to be opened and remain open to mathe
matics and sciences in high grades requires the type of creative
and comprehensive early introduction recommended by Papert...

..

IMPROVED INSTRUCTION: CONTINUING ADVANTAGE

Discrepancies observed between recommended educational ob
jectives and the learning that goes on in most classrooms, as
summarized above, indicate the quantity and quality of improve
ment that must be made in instruction. To the multitude of
challenges and obstacles faced by education in general, the sciences
add the exploding complexity of the subject itself and the critical
need for laboratory and/or field experience for its understanding.
In analyzing why the extensive involvement of-science teachers
in National Science Foundation sponsored teacher institutes in
the 1960s alld 1970s did not lead to more long-lasting improve
ment in the classroom, Arnold Arons, Emeritus Professor of
Physics at the University of Washington, notes the failure of most
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teacher .institutes to !Wide. teachers slowly and carefully through
the intellectual experiences they were subsequently to convey
in their classrooms: "Most teachers had developed little genuine
understanding of scientific subject matter in their previous school
and college courses and were very nearly at the same level of con
ceptual development as their' pupils." The interdependence of
school and college teaching is clear. He also notes that science
teachers, particularly in elementary and junior high school, need
much better logistic support (in time, equipment, and materials)
if they are to successfully try new curricular and teaching concepts;

Nevertheless, . the federally funded efforts in curriculum de
velopment and in teacher training between 1957 and 1977 yielded
a sound base of experience, partnerships between teachers,scien
tists, mathematicians and professional societies on which to build
for the future. High school curricula were developed that could
be readily updated and that are good preparatory sequences for
those preparing for advanced careers in the sciences. New instruc
tionalstrategies were explored with model materials to support
them. Most importantly, new views of science education, along
the lines of the objeotives discussed above, were promulgated,
which include philosophical, historical, sociological, technological,
and humanistic dimensions. Thus with renewed commitment;
agreement on new educational objectives (including technology);
and broad-based leadership, a reservoir of knowledge and experi
ence is available to embark on a massive effort to retrain and to
improve the continuing education of the nation's mathematics
and science teachers.

The NSB commission suggests such a commitment at the na
tional level, in partnership with states, to accomplish extensive
retraining of the nation's elementary teachers and secondary
mathematics and science teachers over a five-year period. Coupled
with these recommendations are. others relating. to increasing
graduation requirements and time spent on mathematics and
science for high school students.vas well as for baccalaureate
degrees for future teachers. More mathematics and science. and
technology for everyone is the. consensus today.

To ensure that the objectives of teacher training are geared
toward the approaches in mathematics, science, and technology'
recommended above will require a fundamental change in attitude
about these subjects, and about teaching, by administrators,
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parents, and community leaders. Citizens and educators must
look at what is really happening in the classroom and beyond.
It is hoped that their tremendous current' interest and focus will
prompt those concerned to, take the studies by the mathematics,
science, and engineering societies very seriously and press these
recommendations widely.

Needed change in the role and function of the teacher may
develop through computer science education. With~ both teacher
and student relatively new to thisfield.vit is legitimate for them

, to learn' together; The role of the 'teacher, in these classes, is
more-that of an information transfer agent, the person who knows
and has access to learning resources. In the best cases, the teacher
understands the students and can guide, manage, and facilitate the
transfer of knowledge and understanding. Teachers thus assume
their proper role-the agent for learning-s-not the source of all
knowledge.

Leadership offuture technological innovation in the nation
requires young people capable of both subject matter mastery and
innovative thought, so ways must be found to help communities
and school administrators understand that' student behavior re
flecting both capacities is in line with new educational objectives
and is..to be rewarded. Teacher training must incorporate such
recognition, as must, 'administrative' procedures in schools and
in teachers' continuing education;

Gifted and talented students can block out learning if there is
too much drilland repetitive practice, even though others may need
it. How can we protect the learning needs of all students; 'move
all. to a certain degree of general, as well as technological and
scientific literacy; and, at the same time, deal with the evident and
not so evident talent that needs the opportunity to develop inven
tive thinking? The only answer is, of course, improved training,
continuing education, and improved resources for teachers.

NEW LEARNING ABOUT HOW I'EOI'LE LEARN

Among the new resources available for direct assistance to
teachers and to curriculum developers to, help improve the
effectiveness of teaching and the efficiency of learning is the
promise of current research in the oognitive and behavioral sci
ences.Perhaps this field will supply ways to addr~ss the special
needs of the gifted student, the "breakaway mind," and the under-

"
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achiever.Publicationsby the National Science Teachers Associa
tion (e.g., What Research Says to the Science Teacher) ami
recommendations of the various commissions and studies cited
earlier certainly indicate a general and growing recognition
among professionals'of what this field has to offer them. For ex
ample, theoretical representations of knowledge structures needed
to represent problems. in physics, elementary arithmetic, and elec
tronics have been developed, in the form of schematic mental
models, from which instructional methods are being designed to
increase students' skills in representing. problem information,"
Current analyses are showing how understanding of general con
cepts can facilitate learning and performance of correct pro
cedures, as well as understanding of the procedures themselves.

Some of the most interesting work, which, has immediate appli
cation to the classroom, is in the domain of physlcs-sthe subject
so often perceived to be the "hardest" and most "beyond" the
average pupil. Students apparently bring to the classroom signifi
cant misconceptions of general principles which. persist despite :
their instruotion, so that their. subjective or qualitative under
standing of the principles of physics (i.e., gravitational force and
laws. of motion) is inconsistent with and thus interjeres suith.
the formulas thrust 011 them in the classroom. Instructional
methods that take into account students' prior conceptualizations,
especially instructional materials that use the capabilities of com
puter simulation to represent systems that behave according to
ideal principles, can help students make. great strides incompre
hension. This is au. example of applying computer simulation in
order to improve understanding of fundamental principles-the
aspect of learning previously considered the exclusive domain of
the gifted or scientifically and mathematically intuitive student,
How much greater a percentage ofthe-rninds of our student
population can be opelled to such understanding and newpoten
tial in innovative work remains for the next generation of teachers
-those using computer simulation together with other improved
instructional techniques-to determine.

TECHNOLOGICAL AIDS: COMPUTERS

'Undoubtedly the rnostslgnificant r~sourcesnow availablho
help teachers increase their effectiveness and expand arid increase
student learning are the technologies: computers, educational tele-
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vision, videotext databases and computer based. telecommunica
tions, videodiscs and intelligent videodiscs, and robotics.

Computers are the most widely considered technology in the
current educational scene and can be used in three distinct modes:
learIling about computers, the most widely used application in
schools to date; learning with computers (i.e., drill-and-practice
and tutorial), the most widely researched area; and learning
through computers, the area with the.Illost exciting pot:ntial for
futurecomputer impact on learning. Student and teacher lIse of
computers as aids to learning and teaching is growing and de
veloping at an exponential rate as thecost of hardware decreases
arid the variety and capacity of hardware increases. There is al
ready strong evidence that computers, used in the "learning
through" mode, make significant contributions to the learning
experiences of children in a variety of disciplines (experience with
the LOGO language of Papertis an example). Even though there
is much less evidence in other areas of application, ·computers
used in the "learning-about" and "learning-with" modes have a
great deal to offer' educators and students as well.

As explicated earlier, one can anticipate that' student inter
active work with computers will be literally "mind expanding"
as courseware is developed through partnerships between learning
psychologists, artificial intelligence specialists, teachers, and sub
ject matter specialists. The potential of students educated through
such modes to contribute, In their turn, to innovative work in tech
nology can only be prognosticated, but it should. be extraordinary.

As with any change and with any new technology, there are
certainly problems involved with incorporating computers most
effeotively in our educational systetp.. .

1., The overall quality ,of-existing;'courseware.isvery low.
2. Since, there, is a .well-articulated consensus that all teachers should be

computer literate and that mathematics and science' teachers should have
special facility for using computers as aids ,in Instruction, training _.all
teachers to develop and maintain such skills will require a monumental
investment in time, talent,' and money.

3. The investment cost estimate to develop an adequate base of quality
computer courseware inmathematics.cscience, and technology for all the
nation's schools,K-12, is in the hundredsotmillionsof dollars, and this
work should proceed in tan~emwith curriculum,development.

4. Although several fine efforts have been. developed on a small scale,
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ongoing "review of eXisting courseware and dissemination of ' results and
recommendations require-a capacity not -DOW' present" on the national or
regional level.

5. There '. are serious inequalities .of computer access-and computer ,instmc":
tion _between those schools and school districts _that are privileged -or
targeted and those.that are not. The danger is that computerInstruction
and access will be another case of the "rich getting richer." In this case
the urich'" win become those with a particular potential for innovations
in this technology. _Another consequence of inequality of aceessi~ that
computers tend to be used more for remedial work in socioeconomically
disadvantaged schools than for more creative and advanced use. Com"
puters for drill and practice de) not put the child in control or give the
child the sense that the child can master the computer rather than vice
versa-s-learning thToughcomputers -does.

An important development in learning with and through com
puters is already, and will increasingly be, through informal
learning environments. These have several advantages over
schools, including access by everyone in the community and crea
tion of a nonjudgmental climate without the time constraints of
more formal environments. As technology becomes incorporated
in school programs, "hands-on" experience with technology may
have to depend on such out-of-school access as technology centers
and participating science museums. Examples include the Capital
Children's Museum in Washington, community based centers
like Playing to Win in New York,and ComputerTownUSA in
Menlo Park.Dalifornia. However, it is the private home that
may be the most powerful influence of all.

Educators must develop ways to take advantage of home com
puters and to build cooperative relationships with parents in
acquisition of hardware and courseware. Some school systems are
already involving parents in computer education arid -enabling
school computers to go home in an effort to redress the economic
barrier to home computers for many families. School structures
and classroom design will undoubtedly and beneficially be forced
to change as this technology becomes more widely distributed.

With respectto other technologies, the impact of educational
television is strongly favorable, especially when it is accompanied
by support documentation for teachers and students. Examples
on public television for the precollege and general- adult popula
tion are the "Nova" series, "3-2-1 Contact,' "Connections," and
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the extensive use of television by colleges, particularly for distance
learning. The combination of telecommunications with computers
is also one that can be expected to be particularly fruitful' for
distance learning, as well as learning in rural areas. The other
technologies mentioned are so new to education .that the only
evidence of effectiveness is anecdotal-although positive.

These, new technologies have unique potential in expanding
the capacity of teachers, particularly in relation to education about
the technologies' themselves, as well as to excite interest and
achievement in mathematics and science where the nonjudgmental,
discovery-learning environment provided by computers, television,
and related technologies has a special value. Partnerships of in
dustry, higher education, and schools are essential to set guidelines
and develop strategies ensuring the most effective introduction of
these technologies and the most effective courseware. Leaders in
technology, government, business, and higher education would be
well advised to give these issues top priority, as the NSB commis-
sion recommends. .

.pARTNERSHIP AMONG SCHOOLS, HICHER EDucAnoN,

AND INDUSTRY

.Such partnerships have high potential to increase the effective
ness .of schools and colleges by providing better market informa
aon and community resources. Considering the direct interest,
Indeed.rproprietary interest, tha-t higher education has in second
ary schools-either in their product, i.e., students who will pur
chase university services, or in their market, i.e., teaching positions
for university graduates-it is surprising how independently each
has functioned in recent decades. Neither. has ordinarily been
in the position, on' a systematized or mandated (let alone recom
mended) basis to give the other useful feedback concerning the
efficacy of its product-the teachers trained or the students en
rolled. Withnew economicconstraints on universities and marked
dissa-tisfaction with schools, there is increasing talk about and
beneficial development of such partnerships. One hears of more
and more initiative on the part of colleges and universities to
share information on student participation and performance
with the sending high school, particularly with respect to mathe
matical and writing proficiencies, Can schools find the' same ca-
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pacity to feed back information to colleges on the efficacy of their
preparation of teachers?

Will students' capacity to .be .innovative and/or productive in
technological fieldsbecome part of this feedback to schools?This
possibility can occur only if the value of such student qualities is
identified and given emphasis. If this message could then.come
from colleges to schools, .a direct effect in developing teaching
methodologies encouraging such thought and action could be
anticipated.

Increasing interaction of colleges' and neighboring schools
in student mentor projects,summer teaching assistantships for
teachers, and, adjunct teacher programs has already encouraged,
and will further increase, informal feedback, arid, thereforemore
systematic communication. Programs to encourage student work
in laboratories, such as those initiated by the New York Academy
of Sciences, the Work in Technology and Science Program at
M.LT., the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics and
Duke University Medical Center, the University of Michigan, and
the University of Rochester, can be cited as among those tha-t
were initiated tentatively and then more fully developed as sue
cess bred success in the relations between high school students and
college mentors and those between high school teachers and
college laboratories and profes~ors. . ..' . '

Partnerships between schools and industry appear to be bur
geoning; as are those between schools and higher education. A
review by educator Michael Timpane indicates that the business
community thought and acted as though it "owned" the schools,
until twenty or twenty-five years ago. Business and professional
men dominated school bO~J:d membership and were, until the
1950s, the most powerful and consistent source of civic sUPPOrt
for the schools. School administrators increasingly . identified
themselves as managers in the image of the Americanbusiness
man. W,ith radical changes in the political economy of urban
schools in the mid- to late 1960s, the corporate representatives
gradually left the scene, particularly in urban areas.The current
image of schools as viewed by corporate officers tends to be one

• set in rather absolute terms such as "declining test scores, unruly
students, unworkable innovations, and newly militant teachers."
Corporate officials have had little personal contact to soften this
stereotype.
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Corporations have recently begun to invest substantial financial
and political resources in the rejuvenation of city schools..Many
programs have started: Adopt-a-School andJoin-a-School programs
and privately supported foundations to assist public schools.
Donated equipment, loaned adjunct teachers, and summer em
ployment for students and, increasingly, for teachers are among
the forms of participation initiated by science and .technology
based industries. Stich programs show a unique potential for
providing laboratory experience and up-to-date equipment in'
formation for teachers and students.

With respect to innovation in teaching and learning, one could
suggest a very special role for higher education and industry for
students with high potential in this area. Volunteer scientists and
engineers in the schools or in their own laboratories can encour
age students with the innovative risk-taking type of thinking that
is 50 hard to provide in large classes and understaffed schools. In
out-of-school settings, other types of thought and action can be
explored that might, in a school setting, threaten other students
and personnel who do not have the confidence or perception to
deal with them. .

MUSEUMS AND 'tECHNOLOGY CENTERS

Museums and technology centers have been leaders in demon.
strating howmuch more readily out-of-school settings adapt them
selves.to encouraging creative and innovative approaches to and
learningin science. In recent decades, a new sort of educational in
stitution has become. popular around the world-the science and
technology center. Although the namt' "museum" is often included
in the title, they are quite different from the traditional museum,
Rather, they are populist, interactive facilities designed to expose
the inner workings of natural phenomena and man-made processes
and are alive with a multitude of participatory exhibits and educa
tional programs. Their origins in Germany, England, and the U.S.
(beginning with The Franklin Institute) are closely identified
with inventions and technology. Although, for the most part,
they have emerged in the United States only within the last fifty
years, they raise pertinent questions about places for technology
education today. . • ... .. •

A historical review of these institutions by V. J. Danilov, di
rector of the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, makes it
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clear that for the last three centuries there has been a general
assumption that both technology e~ucation.and stimulation of
invention and innovation were best done in a physical setting
where things could be observed. Another assumption was that
technology education 'provided through an exhibition was' good
for everyone, but mathematics and science were for schools and
the elite. Is it because of this assumption that technology is inter
esting to everyone that there is virtually no technology education
in schools today? Inventions and innovation have not been con
sidered to be part of the school's training responsibility, but rather
for out-of-school opportunities.

In the late nineteenth century, G. Browne Good, a director
of the U.S. National Museum (operated by the Smithsonian Insti
tution) said:

The museum of the future must starid 'ide by side with the library and
the laboratory, as part of the teaching equipment of the college and the
university, and in great cities cooperate with the public library for the

.enlightenment of the people.

This is, indeed, a role that the NSB commission is recommending
for today, With 150 million Americans annually visiting museums,
the role such centers, whether large or small, could play in greatly
expanding the horizons of science and technology education for
students and adults is clear. With their capacity to emphasize
innovatiori and technology in an informal setting, museums and
technology centers could serve as unique resources for teacher
education, particular!y for those teaching at the elementary level.

YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS, INCENTIVES, PUBLIC AWARENESS

ArIlericans have been great "joiners" since the founding of tIle
Republic; yet there is a lack of general recognition of the vast
array of opportunities afforded our youth through the over 250
adult sponsored youth organizations that enroll millions of youths
in groups, troops, teams, and clubs. A .veritable army of adult
volunteers and well over 50,000 staff members are involved.
Opportunities abound through our youth organizations for de
veloping educational programs, scientific and technological experi
ences, awards; and incentives to encourage student participation.
These informal educational opportunities allow participation of
interested professionals in a host of ways. .

The positive effect of awards, rewards, and honors on the de-
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velopment of interest and self-confidence in youth is well docu
mented, The Westinghouse Talent Search, science fairs, and
various mational and international competitions (such as the
Mathematics Olympiad and Math-Count) are well-known exam
ples. Such programs serve as incentives to teachers as well as
students. With all that, has been said earlier of the limitations
of ~schools and college administered written tests of cognitive
ability, there are almost unlimited opportunities to develop incen
tives and rewards for creative, experimental, and, innovative
activity through, the entire informal education system-youth
organizations, church groups, museums, and local television
stations. While more dlrecropportunides are clearly available
through these channels for affecting attitudes, such programs help
raise public awareness and disseminate information about the
nature of science and technology in ways that are not ,restricted by
the academic organization of formal educational institutions.

EXEMPLARY· PROGRAMS, "MAGNET ·SCHOOLS"

, The magnitude of the tasks ahead is overwhelming: teachers
to recruit, train, and retrain; public attitudes to change and
expand: new curricula to develop and old CUrricula to revamp;
equipment to evaluate, purchase, and use: and all the students,
young and old, to reach. The existence of many wise and wonder
ful teachers and students in excellent exemplary programs lends
not only hopebut the expectation of success to this task. Lasting
change in education has come from discrete individual steps-«
the development of programs that work in given communities
has a "ripple effect," encouraging others to follow or adapt them
to other situations and people. The NSB commission suggests
strongly that the development of such exemplary programs.rpar
ticularly"magnet schools," where appropriate,be given a national
priority. This strategy is based upon the recognition that change
cannot be made all at once but should be initiated in special Situ
ations and then disseminated through outreach, example, and
competition. ,

The "ethos" of a school.Is key. In some cases model programs
can be developed within the school or the school can b~come a
"model." In others, the environment in and around the school is
such that change arid positive attitudes can only be developed
with the creation of a new school or a school-within-a-school where
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student and teacher commitment to higher goals becomes the
admissions credential. The strategy of focusing the school program
around a subject area such as ,the arts, science and mathematics,'
or engineering has been used successfuIly in several inner city
schools; Again, it is the. positive attitude about the subjects
chosenfor emphasis and the assumption that all children can
succeed within it. that make the difference. Those interested in
finding fertile environments for special incentives or special
programs to develop student interest in innovation in technology
and the sciences might find it easiest as!a first step' to initiate
such a program within the receptive environment of the over
1,100 "magnet" elementary and secondary schools now in oper-
ation across the nation. .

Summary

This chapter h;s concentrated its discussion and recommenda
tions on elementary and secondary schooling simply because this
is where the quality of future students and workers is controIled
and innovation first encouraged. Change and improvement at this
level wiII both force and catalyze improvements in coIleges and in
the workplace-and vice versa.

Both. innovation and technology can and tnust be included in
our objectives! for the learning of all students. Our nation has
reached the point in its development and maturation where equal
opportunity required for and by its citizens must include the
early development of the creative, investigative mind as well as
skiIIs. This is a right for all and, according to the many re
soundingcaIls for action, a need of the nation. The liberal arts,
the Jeffersonian, and the Jacksonian traditions for education can
no longer be left just to develop side by side; they must be inte
grated-perhaps to create a recombinant form. To focus on the
growth of young minds, both for innovative thinking and for
technological understanding, wiII require also the integration of .
student centered approaches, particularly those utilizing educa
tioual technologies-an update of progressivism, if you will.

The new educational objectives caIled for include a redefinition
of mathematics to meet the needs of all, as weIl as be of interest
to all. Also included is a reinterpretation, both for the public
and teachers, of the essence of science and technology that can,
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involve all in searching enthusiastically for understanding and
mastery. To include representatives from our total population
in our future pool of scientists and engineers, new ways must
be found which develop creative and aesthetic awareness. and
which introduce stimulating approaches to mathematics arid sci
ence beginning in kindergarten and primary school and; with
instruction becoming more comprehensive and rigorous, continu
ing throughout the later grades and secondary school. Only by
early identification and advantageous opportunity can latent
talent develop sufficiently to become both interested and produc
tive in the research or industrial laboratory. Only by continuing
efforts to Involve all students and all community resources in
secondary and college mathematics, science,' and technology edu
cation can all our citizens be prepared for the future and can
our leaders in innovation be developed and supported.i
, To direct our educational approaches toward these goals, a
"sea change" is required in the expectations of schools, parents,
and. professionals regarding teacher training, curriculum develop
ment, and community-school relationships and the nature of
science and technology themselves. With public awareness of the
need for increased and broader emphasis on thesesubjects through
out school and college and with improved training, resources,
and objectives available for teachers, the satisfactions and rewards
of the profession should be so vastly improved that their ranks
should swell with both quality and quantity. In terms' of the
long-run security of this' nation resulting from the satisfaction
and productivity of 1ts citizens, its professional leadership, its
political judgment, and its continued capacity for innovation
in technology, there can be few other public policy goals of such
ultimate consequence.
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About The American Assembly

The American Assembly was established by Dwight D. Eisen
hower at Columbia University in 195Q. It holds' nonpartisan meetings
and publishes authoritative books to illuminate issues of United States
policy.

An affiliate of Columbia, with offices in the Sherman Fairchild Cen
ter, the Assembly is a national educational institution incorporated in
the State of New York.

The Assembly seeks to provide information, stimulatediscussion,
and evoke independent conclusions in matters ofvital public interest.

AMERICAN ASSEMBLY SESSIONS

At least two national programs are initiated eachyear, Authorities
are retained to write' background papers presenting essential data .and
defining the main issues in each subject.

A group of men and women representing a broad range of experi
ence, competence, and American leadership meet for several days to
discuss the Assembly topic and consider alternatives for national policy.

All Assemblies follow the same procedure. The background papers
are sent to participants in ,advance of the Assembly. The Assembly
meets in small groups for four or five lengthy periods..All groups use
the same agenda. At the close of these informal sessions, participants
adopt in plenary session a final report of findings and recommends
tions.

Regional, state, and local Assemblies are held following the national
session at Arden House. Assemblies have, also been held ill England,
Switzerland, Malaysia, Canada, the Caribbean, South America, Central
America, the Philippines, and Japan. Over one hundred forty insti
tutions have cosponsored one or more Assemblies.

ARDEN HOUSE

Home of The American Assembly and scene of the national sessions
is Arden House which was given to Columbia University in 1950 by
W. Averell Harriman. E. Roland Harriman joined his brother. in
contributing toward adaptation of the property for, conference pur
poses. The bnildings and su!"ounding land, known as the. Hatriman
Campus of Columbia University, are 50 miles north-of New York City.

Arden House is a di~tinguished conference center. It is self-support
ing and operates throughout the year for use' by organizations with
educational objectives.
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AMERICAN ASSEMBLY BOOKs

The background papers for each Assembly are published in cloth'
and paperbound editions for use by indtvi(luals, libraries, businesses,
public agencies, .nongovernmental organizationS, educational insti
tutions, discussion and service groups. In this way the deliberations of
Assembly sessions are continued and. extended.

The subjects of Assetp.bly programs to date .are:
1951-United States-Western Europe Relationships
1952".....-Inflation . "..
1953~.,..Economic Security for Americans. .
1954--The United States' Stake in the United Nations

-The Federal Government Service
1955-United States Agriculture

""';;"The Forty-EightStates
1956':':':""The Representation of the United States Abroad

-The United States and the Far East
1957':':':""International Stability andProgress

-Atolll.sfoi Power
1958---The United States and AfrIca

--United States Monetary Policy
1959-Wages, Prices, Profits, and Productivity

-The United States and Latin America
1960--The Federal Government and Higher Education

-··-The Secretaryof State
--Goals for Americans

1961-'-Aims Control.Issues for the Public
-'-Outer Space: Prospects for Man and Society

1962-'-Automation and Technological Change
--Cultural Affairs and Foreign Relations

1963-The Population Dilemma
-The United States and the Middle East

1964--The United States and Canada
-The Congtessand America's Future

1965-The Courts, the Public, and the Law Explosion
--The United States and Japan

1966--State Legislatures in American Politics .
-A World of Nuclear Powers?
-The United States and the Philippines
-Ohallenges to Collective, Bargaining

1967-The United States and Eastern Europe
-Ombudsmel1 for American Government?
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1968--Uses of'the Seas
--Law in a Changing America
-Overcoming Worl4Hunger

1969-Black Economic Development
--The States and the Urban Cri~is

1970--The Health of Americans
-The United States and the Caribbean

197I-The Future of American Trinsportation
-Public Workers,and Pu~l~cUnions

1972-The Future of Foundations
-Prisoners. in America

1973-The Worker and the Job
-Choosing the President

1974--The Good Earth of America
-On Understanding Art Museums
-Global Companies

1975-Law and the American Future
--Womenand the American Economy

1976-.Nuclear Power Controversy
-Jobs for Americans
-Capital for Productivity and Jobs

1977-The Ethics of Corporate Conduct
-The Performing Arts and American Society

1978-Running the American Corporation
-Race for the Presidency

1979--Energy Conservation and Public Policy
-Disorders in Higher Education
-Youth Employment and Public Policy

1980-The Economy and the President
-The Farm and the City
-Mexico and the United States

1981--The China Factor
-Military Service in the United States
--Ethnic Relations in America

1982--The Future ·of American Political Parties
-,

-Regrowing the American Economy
I983-Financial

l
Services

--Technological Innovation in the '80s
1984--Alcoholism and Related Problems

-Public Policy for the Arts
--Canada and the United States

/
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Second Editions, Revised:

1962--The United States and the Far East
1963-The United States and LatinAnierica

-The United States and Africa
1964--United States Monetary PoliCY
1965-The Federal Government Service

--The R~presentationof the United ,States Abroad
1968-Cultural Affairsand Foreign Relations

-.Outer Space: Prospects for Man and Society
1969-The Population Dilemma
1973--The Congress and America'sFuture
1975--The United States and Japan



NOW ••• Announcing these other nne booles trom Prenrlce-Hall--

The Future of American Political Parties: The Challenge of Govem
ance

edited by Joel L. Fleishman (paper $6.95, hard cover $14.95)

Military Service in the United States
edited by General Brent Scowcroft (paper $7.95, hard cover $14.95)

Financial Services: The Changing Institutions and Government Policy
edited by George J. Benston (paper $7.95, hatd cover $14.95)

The Farm and the City: Rivals or Allies?
edited by Archibald M. Woodruff (paper $5.95, hard cover $12.95)

Regrowing the American Economy
edited by G. William Miller (paper $4.95, hard cover $11.95)

The China Factor: Sino-American Relations and the Global Scene
edited by Richard H. Solomon (paper $5.95, hard cover $13.95)

To order these books, just complete the convenientorder form belowand mail
to Prentlce-Hall, Inc., G4!neral Publishing Division, Attn. Addison Tredd,
Englewood Cliffs, N". 07631 '

"

Title Author Prlee·

Subtotal __

Sales Tax (where applicablel _

Postage & Handling (7s¢/bookl _
Total $ _

Please send me the books listed above. Enclosed is my check [:J Money
order [:J or, charge my VISA [:J MasterCard [:J Account #, _
Credit card expiration date _
Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

·Prlces subject to change without notice. Please aI/ow4 weeks for delivery.
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I POLITICAL SCIENCE I

This volume in the distinguished AmericanAssembly series addre-sses a
timely question: What are our prospects for, and roodbloclss to, techno-
logical innovations as we approach the 21st century? .

The viewpoints in this collection are expressed by scholars and ~cientists

of diverse bcckqrouods. Theirchopters ossess the development of Ameri
can technology, from the importontly useful inventions by 19th-century
individuals to the extensive reseorch ottodoy's federally sponsored
space and nuclear programs. The outhors attempt to reconcile the
upcoming needsof oursociety with economicfactors end propose public
policies that will promote scientific innovation and hasten its move from
research laboratories into practical and commercial use. l3y analyzing
the -lnterrelotionships of government, industry, and the university, the
contributors pinpoint the roles that these institutions should play in the
process of fostering-and marl<;eting-technological lnnovctlons and
widespread scientific literacy.

Chapters include,
Research Universities and Industrial Innovation in America by Steven

-Muller
The Role of Government in Scientific Innovation by Donald F. Hornig
Improving American Innovation: The Role of Industry in Innovation by
Robert A. Frosch
Enhancements and Impediments in the Innovative Process by Willard
Marcy
The Government-Industry-Universitylnterface: Improving the Innovative
Process by Niels Reimers
CurrentTrends in Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education: Impli
cations for Technological Innovation by Cecily Connan Selby

James S. Coles is chairman of the executive committee of the Research
Corporation (a foundation forthe advancement of science and technol
ogy), where he has been a director for twenty-four years and where he
served as president for fourteen years. Before joining the Research
Corporation Dr. Coles was president of Bowdoin Coilege, Brunswick,
Maine. He isa director of several public companies as well as a trustee of
private research organizations, including the Woods Hole Oceano
graphic Institution. Dr. Coles is the coauthor of a textbook, Physical
Principles of Chemistry.
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